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In order to consistently satisfy our customer requirements and expectations, Alps Hospitals & 

Diagnostics is dedicated to providing top-notch assisted reproduction services (diagnostics, 

infertility treatment, use of assisted technologies, and treatment of gynaecological illnesses) and all 

health-related services. 

Additionally, we are dedicated to putting international standard organization (ISO) 9001:2015 into 

practice through efficient operations and the ongoing development of all QMS-related 

organizational procedures. 

In order to achieve this, we undertake to: 

 Encourage a process of continual improvement for the effectiveness of the quality 

management system. 

 Comply with all applicable statutory and regulatory obligations, as well as those of the 

customers, the ISO 9001:2015 standard, and other relevant stakeholders. 

 Empathize with our patients, politely addressing their health needs thereby fostering 

confidence and trust. 

 Maintain absolute confidentiality while attending to patients' concerns and always ensuring 

that the therapeutic environment is appropriate for them. 

 As much as practicable, use the latest equipment and technology. 

 Constantly pushing ourselves to make the quality management system better and also to 

ensure service safety, prevent quality accidents, and avoid all forms of inadequacies. 

 Employ individuals who are competent, skilful, well informed, and as well make efforts to 

guarantee that their skills are continually improved in accordance with cutting-edge tools 

and techniques. 

 We consistently seek customer feedback in order to grow and enhance the quality of our 

services. 

The structure provided by this quality policy may be used to establish, monitor, evaluate, and 

achieve quality goals, programs, and targets, as well as meet patients’ expectations and provide 

them with long-lasting happiness by delivering the greatest clinical results. 

The Medical Director is in charge of making sure this Quality Policy is carried out, kept up to date, 

and disseminated to all pertinently interested persons within the organization in a way that ensures 

appropriate implementation. 
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